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QUESTION 1

In which one of the following statements is the use of accounting jargon an impediment to communication between
accountants and non-accounting professionals? 

A. "Labor standards tell how much time workers should take to assemble a computer." 

B. The assigned auditor trying to decide whether the million dollar disbursement should be expensed or capitalized." 

C. "In carrying out variance analysis, the assigned auditor is seeking the possible reasons why the net income shown in
the financial statements for the year 1996 is 20% less than expected." 

D. "An accounting department in a factory is classified as a service because the accounting department allows the
departments actually involved in the making of products freedom from bookkeeping chores." 

Correct Answer: B 

The use of jargon leads to communication problems when a specialist tries to send a message to a non-specialist. The
use of the phrase "expensed or capitalized" is a use of jargon in that a non-accountant might not understand the
technical meaning of the terms. Thus, the recipient of the message may not be able to provide a clear answer. 

 

QUESTION 2

A firm sells its product in a foreign market for a much higher price than in the firm\\'s home market. The reason is most
likely: 

A. Price elasticity of demand. 

B. Dumping. 

C. Gray market activity. 

D. Price escalation. 

Correct Answer: D 

Price escalation is caused by an accumulation of additional costs, e.g., currency fluctuations; transportation expenses;
profits earned by importers, wholesalers, and retailers; and import duties. 

 

QUESTION 3

Communication plays an important role in the successful operation of all organizations. Which of the following
statements concerning organizational communications is false? 

A. Communication involves at least two people:a sender and a receiver. 

B. Communication is what the sender says, not what the receiver understands. 

C. Every act of communication influences the organization in some way. 

D. Management spends the majority of its time communicating with other members of the organization. 
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Correct Answer: B 

The communication process has five elements:the sender, the symbols in which the message is encoded, the medium
through which the message flows, the receiver, and feedback. Because the effectiveness of communication can be
known only by its impact on the receiver and the perceived change in the receiver\\'s behavior, the received message
must govern the definition. The sent message may be garbled in encoding, in transmission, or in the receiver\\'s
decoding. 

 

QUESTION 4

As a manager, you should be striving for a high level of job satisfaction for your staff for all the following reasons
except: 

A. A happy, satisfied worker is always a more productive worker. 

B. High job satisfaction usually results in lower turnover. 

C. Dissatisfied employees are often less healthy. 

D. Many people feel job satisfaction is as important as remuneration. 

Correct Answer: A 

Studies have shown that worker satisfaction does not necessarily lead to improved productivity. In fact, studies indicate
that it is more likely that a productive worker is a happy worker. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is true with regard to norms? 

A. Norms are similar from culture to culture. 

B. Norms reinforce the group\\'s values and common identity. 

C. Norms cannot be enforced by ridicule or criticism. 

D. Norms are often written in an organization\\'s policy manual. 

Correct Answer: B 

Norms often provide a common identity for a group. Members feel they are part of a cohesive group with members who
also share the same values. 
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